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QUESTION 1

What is the primary challenge to implementing telecommuting technologies? 

A. Email use 

B. Privacy issues 

C. Networking issues 

D. Managing worker hours 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

While an information integration program lead is presenting a business case to executive leadership, the lead notices
that meeting participants appear to be either disengaged or frustrated. Upon quick mental review, the lead is sure the
presentation is crisp and contains all the elements of an effective business case: objectives, alternatives, preferred
option, and rationale. However, the lead realizes that it would have been better to (Choose 2) 

A. Encourage open-mindedness by delivering the presentation in a social setting. 

B. Include extensive technical research and schematics in the presentation. 

C. Obtain better insight into company priorities and map the material to them, 

D. Cultivate buy-in through discussion and dialog while preparing the case. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Documents that have undergone a format conversion must have accurate and thorough metadata captured in order to
demonstrate (Choose 2) 

A. Authenticity 

B. Despeckling 

C. Reliability 

D. Transferability 

Correct Answer: AC 

 



 

QUESTION 4

The system of concepts and methods that improve decision making by using fact-based support systems is called 

A. Business process management (BPM). 

B. Content management (CM). 

C. Business intelligence (Bi). 

D. Decision tree (DT). 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Which strategy is most efficient at yielding accurate results from a search based on a litigation hold? 

A. Identifying information in databases 

B. Retrieving information from off-site storage facilities 

C. Evaluating email and electronic systems 

D. Developing search parameters 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 6

Three organizations are collaborating on a project. The project has a distributed information architecture where
information is distributed across many systems hosted by the different organizations. The team developed a list of
system URLs and frequently-accessed information, but many team members still cannot readily locate information. The
project manager asked the information manager to recommend a quick and relatively inexpensive solution that allows all
team members to find information more easily. The information manager\\' s recommended solution is to 

A. Use a standard taxonomy for all systems. 

B. Develop a web portal for the project team. 

C. Develop a federated search strategy that will integrate all systems. 

D. Move all information to one Enterprise Content Management (ECM) system. 

Correct Answer: B 

 



 

QUESTION 7

The following factors should be considered when retaining or archiving electronic information for an extended period of
time. (Choose 2) 

A. Operating system obsolescence 

B. Degradation of storage media 

C. 24/7 user support 

D. Changes in backup frequency 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Text analytics is also known as 

A. Email- and text-extraction services. 

B. Visualization and networking, 

C. Hardware and software services. 

D. Text mining and information extraction. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 9

Digital Rights Management (DRM) benefits an organization by 

A. Providing a platform that manages encryption. 

B. Extending compliance policies to content beyond managed environments. 

C. Identifying misuse of proprietary Web-based information. 

D. Supporting desktop documents, email. HTML, and Web applications. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 



QUESTION 10

Which of the following identifies the four core domains of an enterprise architecture? 

A. People, places, items, and solutions 

B. Business, application, information, and infrastructure 

C. Records, videos, software, and processes 

D. Servers, PCs. cell phones, and networks 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 11

The purpose of a separator sheet during document capture is to 

A. Separate each page of a document in a batch. 

B. Separate documents within a batch. 

C. Ensure back pages in a batch are scanned. 

D. Identify the last page of a document. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 12

The ability to identify and document the lineage of each requirement, including its derivation. allocation, and relationship
to other requirements is known as requirements 

A. Validation 

B. Management 

C. Verification 

D. Traceability 

Correct Answer: D 
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